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Pedagogy through print: James Sowerby, John 
Mawe and the problem of colour in early 
nineteenth-century natural history illustration 
BRIAN DOLAN- 

These gems have life in them: their colours speak, 
Say what words fail of.' 

In an ambitious treatise on the estimated wealth of the British Empire in the year of 
Waterloo, Patrick Colquhoun added to his calculations of the revenues produced by 
overseas property the potential profits created through exploiting natural resources. In his 
'political arithmetic', Colquhoun recognized that an increasingly lucrative resource could 
be found in 'mines and minerals', where 'various articles extracted from the bowels of the 
earth, which the new discoveries in chemistry have rendered valuable articles of commerce, 
have tended greatly to increase the value of the mines'.2 Such information, accumulated 
through travel, skilled techniques of identification and analysis, and collecting, proved 
central to regulating judgements about potential overseas investment by the government.3 

Practices in natural history intersected with the development of British commerce in a 
number of ways. Mineralogists specially trained to identify rare species of minerals scoured 
distant shores and collected sack-loads of specimens, seeking information about natural 
resources that might nourish a developing imperial economy. One such British mineralogist 
was John Mawe, who in 1804 received patronage from Portugal's Prince Regent to embark 
on 'a voyage of commercial experiment' to the Portuguese territory of Brazil and assess the 
value of the gold and diamond industries that might revitalize their ailing and isolated 
economy.4 National and individual economic interests were informed and served by the 
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1 G. Eliot, The Spanish Gypsy: A Poem, London, 1868, Bk I, 97. 
2 P. Colquhoun, A Treatise on the Wealth, Power and Resources of the British Empire in every Quarter of 

the Globe, London, 1815, pp. vi and 67. 
3 For more current discussions of the national economy and technologies used to exploit natural resources, see 

C. A. Bayly, Imperial Meridian: The British Empire and the World 1780-1830, London, 1989; E. A. Wrigley, 
Continuity, Chance, and Change: The Character of the Industrial Revolution in England, Cambridge, 1988; for 
a more particular discussion of the activities of mineralogical prospecting, see H. Torrens, 'Some thoughts on the 
complex and forgotten history of mineral exploration', OUGS Journal (1996), 17, 1-12. 

4 J. Mawe, Travels in the Interior of Brazil, particularly in the Gold and Diamond Districts of that Country, 
London, 1812, 2; H. Torrens, 'Under royal patronage: the early work of John Mawe (1766-1829) in geology and 
the background of his travels in Brazil in 1807-1810', in 0 conhecimento geolo'gico na Ame'rica Latina: Questoes 
de histo'ria e teoria (ed. M. Lopes and S. de M. Figueiroa), Campinas, 1990, 103-13. 
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multiplication of such acts of commercial speculation, which focused on various kinds of 
natural resources. Mawe was very conscious that the mineral kingdom held much to be 
explored. Unlike botany, with Linnaean taxonomy rendering order to the kingdom, 
knowledge in mineralogy was far from comprehensive. Mawe lamented that 'few have 
thought the knowledge of Minerals worthy of their attention, although to them we owe our 
national strength and riches'.' Others also argued that because it addressed national 
interests, research and education in the earth sciences should be publicly patronized. 

For many, mineralogy was useful for determining the potential value of mineral 
resources located around the world because, ideally, rules for identification and tools for 
analysis of specimens were becoming simple and efficient. Equipment for mineral analysis 
needed to be portable, easily carried to distant lands by travelling naturalists, and the 
methods of analysis standardized. Eminent natural philosophers were persuasive about the 
benefits further patronage for such investigations would have for the state. Sir Joseph 
Banks, President of the Royal Society, argued for a special parliamentary grant to purchase 
a mineral collection for the British Museum, which he, as a member of the Museum's 
administrative body, deemed 'equal in most, and in many parts superior, to any similar 
collection which any of us have had an opportunity of viewing in this or other countries'.6 
Legitimating the creation of his mineralogical professorship, Edward Daniel Clarke 
asserted to the vice-chancellor of Cambridge University that mineralogy 'not only opens 
a new avenue to Science, but materially affects the best interests of the Empire'.' A similar 
sentiment was expressed by James Sowerby, the London artist who supplemented museum 
collections with illustrations of minerals with the aim of informing a wide public about 
'how far this empire is blessed with native Minerals'.8 In fact, public information about 
mineralogy was at this time becoming increasingly visible, and Mawe and Sowerby provide 
good examples of innovation in developing languages of instruction. 

The theme of instruction has been somewhat neglected in recent studies of the natural 
history sciences. To develop a language of instruction that encompasses objects, equipment, 
field technique and intimate qualities such as skill is clearly an important part of the 
construction of any scientific enterprise, and perhaps never more so than for a subject like 
mineralogy, which depends on a wide range of acquired knowledge. This paper sets out 
some of the problems faced by mineralogists, publishers and illustrators in early 
nineteenth-century Britain, taking Mawe and others as representative of a larger concern 
with scientific pedagogy through print. With Mawe and Sowerby it is possible to see the 
interplay - not always successful - between the need to transmit the techniques of a 
practical science and stabilizing the concepts on which it was built. 

Mawe's life, in itself, provides a useful entry into the area. After his investigations of 

5 J. Mawe, A Descriptive Catalogue of Minerals, Intended for the Use of Students, 2nd edn, London: 
Longman, Hurst, Rees, Orme and Brown, 1816, p. vi; this book was published in octavo and sold for six shillings. 

6 W. Smith, 'A history of the first hundred years of the mineral collection in the British Museum with 
particular reference to the work of Charles K6nig', Bulletin of the British Museum (Natural History) Historical 
Series (1969), 3, 235-59, 241-2. The Museum was awarded a grant for ?13,727 in 1809 to purchase Charles 
Greville's mineral collection. 

7 Letter printed in E. D. Clarke, A Syllabus of Lectures in Mineralogy, Cambridge, 1807, preface. 
8 J. Sowerby, Exotic Mineralogy; or, Coloured Figures of Foreign Minerals, as a Supplement to British 

Mineralogy, 2 vols., London, 1811, 1817, i, p. iii. 
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Brazilian diamond mines, Mawe returned to his mineralogical shop in the Strand to sell 
minerals, philosophical instruments and a variety of books and pamphlets, some penned 
by himself, and to instruct the public on the practical uses of mineralogical knowledge. His 
minerals fed part of the London luxury-goods trade in rare gems, and he offered his services 
as a trained expert to the public for the valuation of their own jewels. In a book 'intended 
for the use of the amateur' on the commercial and natural history of precious stones, 
Mawe set out to illustrate the principles used to determine the value of these minerals.9 
Fashionable society was interested; precious stones could fetch high rewards for 
connoisseurs. Attacking an eighteenth-century treatise which followed a rule that made 
value proportional to weight, Mawe's book made particular properties of the mineral such 
as density, lustre and colour central to the estimation of market value.10 

Establishing the economic value of a mineral relied upon a system of artificial measures 
that together constituted a 'natural history' of the specimen. A natural history was 
identified through standardized methods of analysis. This paper further examines how 
books such as Mawe's, designed to explain mineralogical analysis, gave the appearance 
that natural standards were available for identifying and determining the value of minerals. 
This textbook education was augmented with the sale of other sorts of apparatus, which 
provided a 'training package' for aspiring mineralogists. Interest in ways to train 
mineralogists brought together concerns for a division of labour in production, linguistic 
standardization and universal replicability.11 Several opportunities were available through 
the print medium for training students in methods of mineralogical analysis. Partly 
intended as textual accompaniments to a range of public lectures, the treatises also reflect 
the division of labour ostensibly needed to train individuals in the skills of instrumentation, 
chemical manipulation and observation. The emphasis on the textual nature of 
mineralogical training was crucial for the demands of universality in acquisition and 
application of mineralogical knowledge. 

Training in the skills of field analysis was thought to be facilitated by a language of 
instruction that was written into portable handbooks and taken into the field. However, 
this task encountered philosophical and technological problems. As an author of an 
instruction book of this kind, Mawe was keenly aware of the difficulties. When, for 
example, he attempted to describe subtle differences between a valuable species of ruby and 
sapphire, he invoked the characteristic of colour as sufficient to separate the two. 'The 
most esteemed, but at the same time the rarest colour, of the Ruby is pure carmine or blood 
red of considerable intensity ... It is however in general more or less pale and mixed with 
blue in various proportions; hence it occurs rose red with reddish white, crimson, peach 
blossom red, and lilac blue.' Mawe went on to inform the reader that should one be 
fortunate enough to find a three or four carat ruby 'perfect in both colour and 

9 J. Mawe, A Treatise on Diamonds and Precious Stones, including their History - Natural and Commercial. 
To which is Added, some Account of the Best Methods of Cutting and Polishing them, London: Longman, Hurst, 
Rees, Orme and Brown, 1813, 68; this fifteen shilling book was produced with wide margins in octavo. 

10 D. Jeffries, A Treatise on Diamonds and Pearls, in which their Importance is Considered and Plain Rules 
are Exhibited for Ascertaining the Value of Both: And a Method of Manufacturing Diamonds, London, 1750. 

11 For discussion of standardized packages in the context of twentieth-century science, see J. Fujimura, 
'Crafting science: standardized packages, boundary objects, and "translation"', in Science as Practice and 
Culture (ed. A. Pickering), Chicago, 1992, 168-211. 
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transparency', it would be more valuable even than a diamond.12 Given the significance of 
colour in identifying 'rare' gems, how easy would it have been for an 'amateur' reading 
Mawe's book to learn what mineral was 'perfect in both colour and transparency'? As 
Mawe realized, references such as 'pale mixed with blue', 'reddish white', or 'peach 
blossom red', might not be obvious, natural or unproblematic descriptions. 

The London luxury-goods market is only one example of how standard measures were 
used to develop natural history systems needed for estimating a mineral's value. However, 
the languages of analysis - both visual and linguistic - followed rules that were applicable 
to more than luxury goods, and were indeed applied to determine the 'natural standards' 
of value for natural resources that fed diverse local and national economies. Besides 
introducing stability in the commercial world of goods, standardized languages of 
instruction developed by mineralogists facilitated scientific communication with a number 
of other parties. Linguistic standardization, it was hoped, would allow mineralogists to 
communicate unproblematically with one another in their efforts to legitimate their 
scientific claims. As a result standardization created a systematic discipline for students 
entering the mineralogical trade. This in turn would assist in convincing statesmen about 
the value of mineralogy for informing and contributing to the national economy. 

One area that reveals all these issues in high relief is colour printing and the problems 
incurred in the production of books that attempted to reduce to standardized rules the 
perception of colour as an identifying characteristic of minerals. Like geology and 
geography, mineralogy was a visual science. These natural historical sciences have been 
increasingly linked with the historiography of travel, exploration and themes of empire.13 
These themes are of cross-disciplinary interest; witness the recent scholarship of historians 
of science, art, politics and commerce brought together to celebrate the artistic endeavour 
to publish Joseph Banks's Florilegium - coloured illustrations of botanical specimens 
collected during Cook's voyages.14 Important studies by Barbara Stafford, Ann Blum and 
Martin Kemp on the development of scientific illustration have made innovative 
connections between the history of art and science.15 Yet connections made in the history 
of science between pedagogy, technologies of artistic production and the history of the 
book remain underexplored.16 Historians of science can complement recent scholarship in 

12 Mawe, op. cit. (9), 65-6, 68. 
13 D. Livingstone, The Geographical Tradition: Episodes in the History of a Contested Enterprise, Oxford, 

1993; F. Driver and G. Rose (eds.), Nature and Science: Essays in the History of Geographical Knowledge, 
Historical Geography Research Series, 28, no place given, 1992. 

14 D. Miller and P. Reill (eds.), Visions of Empire: Voyages, Botany, and Representations of Nature, 
Cambridge, 1996. 

15 B. Stafford, Voyage into Substance: Art, Science, and the Illustrated Travel Account, 1760-1840, 
Cambridge, MA, 1984; and Artful Science: Enlightenment Entertainment and the Eclipse of Visual Education, 
Cambridge, MA, 1994; A. Blum, Picturing Nature: American Nineteenth-Century Zoological Illustration, 
Princeton, 1993; M. Kemp, The Science of Art: Optical Theories in Western Art from Brunelleschi to Seurat, New 
Haven, 1990. 

16 Recent exceptions where links between the natural sciences and forms of visual representation are explored 
include N. Jardine, J. Secord and E. Spary (eds.), Cultures of Natural History, Cambridge, 1996; L. Daston and 
P. Galison, 'The image of objectivity', Representations (1992), 40, 81-128; K. Cook, 'From false starts to firm 
beginnings: early colour printing of Geological maps', Imago mundi: The International Journal for the History 
of Cartography (1995), 47, 155-72; see also the classic article by M. Rudwick, 'A visual language for geology, 
1760-1840', History of Science (1976), 14, 149-95. 
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the history of art by further developing themes of pictorial representation and drawing 
attention to how visual aids in scientific pedagogy sometimes affected problems relating to 
natural historical practices. 

This paper is meant as a contribution to a growing body of scholarship that focuses on 
the practical features of the natural historical enterprise: the production of handbooks 
intended to guide travellers through fields of exotic specimens. By looking at the work of 
individuals like John Mawe and James Sowerby, we can get a sense of the particular 
concerns involved in producing natural history books typical of the sort that gentlemen 
naturalists purchased for tours at home and abroad. This is also a story about some of the 
practical problems involved in producing natural history books that were meant to have 
educational value. Sowerby was charged with the task of producing standardized, coloured 
illustrations of specimens for his own and Mawe's field-books. These illustrations were 
meant to be accurate enough to train naturalists how to identify real specimens in the field. 
Technological limitations, expense and different conventions in illustration between artists 
and natural historians were all considerations. Looking at their collaboration within the 
broader historical context of innovations in colour illustration and concerns over the 
notion of standardization in scientific training, we can see some of the different ways that 
mineralogists worked to make colour illustration a legitimate and efficient dimension of 
their textbooks. 

A CASKET OF USEFUL KNOWLEDGE 

Early nineteenth-century mineralogy drew from a range of theoretical and technological 
resources, reflected in the diversity of equipment used to train individuals in mineral 
analysis. Mineralogical aptitude became a qualification for selling intellectual services to 
an audience by no means limited to the male gentry of the 'Banksian Learned Empire'. A 
regiment of instructors and dealers accommodated a wide range of interests through the 
London market-place. Minerals were sold as specimens of analysis; instruments and 
chemicals were sold as agents of analysis; and handbooks or manuals were sold as guides 
to analytical techniques.17 

In 1816, the professor of mineralogy at Cambridge University, Edward Clarke, 
commented on the popularity of mineralogical education. His lectures were a huge success. 
'I never had anything like the audience that have attended me this year', boasted Clarke. 
'People standing in the midst of the room who could not be accommodated with seats.' 
However, it was the complementary activity outside Cambridge that Clarke was happy to 
acknowledge: 'Mineralogy is certainly gaining ground, here, as elsewhere; and for this I 
am very thankful; being never so happy as when earnestly engaged in its pursuit. Many 
lectures moreover are now given in London; not one of which existed when I composed 
my Syllabus - and we all maintain a correspondence with each other.'18 

17 London natural history networks and the market-place is discussed in B. Dolan, 'The language of 
experiment in chemical textbooks: some examples from Georgian Britain', in Communicating Chemistry: 
Textbooks and their Audiences 1789-1939 (ed. A. Lundgren and B. Bensaude-Vincent), New York, forthcoming; 
for a recent development on the theme of the 'Banksian learned empire', see D. Miller, 'Joseph Banks, empire, 
and "centres of calculation" in late Hanoverian London', in Miller and Reill, op. cit. (14), 21-37. 

18 E. D. Clarke to W. Otter, 25 April 1816, Jesus College, Cambridge, Clarke Letters, letter 96. 
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Correspondence connecting those involved in the 'London lecturing empire' with an 
interest in mineralogy identifies a pedagogical network."9 The project for designing 
accessible mineralogical education initially received wide support. When Mawe was 
preparing his mineralogical tracts, he acknowledged the patronage he received from 
' scientific mineralogists' like Clarke in Cambridge and William Buckland in Oxford: 'To 
these gentlemen I beg return my thanks, not only for their patronage, but for the assistance 
I have so frequently received from them.'20 It was a strategic acknowledgement; assistance 
from Oxbridge professors provided a crucial endorsement to the credibility of the work. 

Furthermore, on a personal level it revealed an important link between the kind of 
industry that appealed to both Mawe and Clarke. As Mawe suggested in the introduction 
to another of his texts on mineralogy, his thin, pocket-sized Familiar Lessons on 
Mineralogy, it was 'from the unabated enthusiasm of Dr. Clarke ... [that] we may attribute 
much of its present popularity. Mineralogy, as it is universally useful, will soon be almost 
universally understood.'21 It was the aim of Mawe's book 'to unlock, as it were, a casket 
of useful knowledge, and to present to the learner a compendious view of the beauty and 
value of its contents'.22 Mawe's own mineralogical shop in the Strand was itself an 
emporium of merchandise for sale to aspiring naturalists. Philosophical apparatus such as 
portable blowpipe kits, chemical reagents, maps and a variety of handbooks and pamphlets 
were all available. These were pieces of equipment that created a training package for 
interested consumers. With these tools, Mawe envisaged the configuration of a global 
mineral classification system commensurate to Linnaean taxonomy. Such a system, Mawe 
believed, would reflect the coherence and harmony of the world's organization; a mineral 
classification system would offer 'continual examples of mathematical regularity, and of 
the undeviating order of Nature...'.23 Recognizing order in the mineral kingdom and 
representing it in classification systems was associated with identifying uniform and 
coherent characteristics inherent to all natural specimens. 

The mineral kingdom was thought by Mawe and his colleagues to be an example of 
nature's coherency and order. Ideally, scientific education and training should be governed 
by a system of rules, likewise reflecting order and control. Mineralogy would be 
'universally understood' when individuals could be trained to see their classification 
systems applied universally to the mineral kingdom. Scientific knowledge was designed to 
appear to be as reliable and undeviating as the order of the natural world. 'Rules' for 
developing classification systems were embodied in particular practices of identifying 
distinct characteristics of minerals. In order to make the identification of characteristics 
reliable, these practices were often linked to standardized uses of instruments. Mawe was 
part of a collaborative programme to provide instruction on how one might develop these 
practical skills. 

19 J. N. Hays, 'The London lecturing empire, 1800-50', in Metropolis and Province, Science in British 
Culture, 1780-1850 (ed. I. Inkster and J. Morrell), Philadelphia, 1983, 91-119. 

20 Mawe, op. cit. (5), p. v. 
21 J. Mawe, Familiar Lessons on Mineralogy and Geology, London: Longman, Hurst, Rees, Orme and Brown, 

1819, p. v; the book was published in the small duodecimal format and sold for seven shillings. 
22 Mawe, op. cit. (21), p. v. 
23 Mawe, op. cit. (21), p. vii. 
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Those involved in the production of training packages invoked their skills, craftsmanship 
and expertise as qualifications for providing practical instruction. Their intended goal was 
to develop a standardized language of instruction so that the activities of naturalists could 
be guided by handbooks and portable instruments taken to the field.24 To novices who 
purchased these sorts of equipment, analysing and identifying specimens involved 
following step-by-step instructions, in effect following a prescribed course for creating 
classification systems. Making replication easy worked to give credibility to the methods 
and instruments used by self-styled 'scientific mineralogists', such as Clarke or Mawe, 
whose judgements about the characteristics of minerals often affected a mineral's economic 
value. Because those who purchased the equipment were asked to support the claims of 
these analysts, consumers were encouraged to think of themselves as participants in the 
production of scientific knowledge. However, techniques for standardizing the uses of 
instruments and identifying a mineral's characteristics were not easy to develop. How, for 
example, could one guarantee the 'universality' of mineral analysis and the applicability 
of classification schemes when practitioners were meant to roam distant fields where 
unknown and unspecified minerals may lie? 

Practice with specially prepared 'Instructive Portable Collections' was no guarantee of 
success against the contingencies of the field-trips and on-site analyses, but they were sold 
as a way of introducing the student to mineral classification. Mawe's shop in the Strand 
was one of many that sold pre-packaged kits containing select mineral specimens, files, 
magnets, chemicals and other mineralogical accoutrements. Literature accompanying the 
packages described their uses. Mawe sold his own cabinets prepared so that 'the Species 
and Varieties are described, and these being compared with the accompanying Specimens, 
will soon be distinguished from each other, and a correct notion will be obtained of the 
general Characters of Mineral Substances'. 25 Mawe's pamphlets and catalogues could not, 
however, fully explain the uses of instruments involved in identifying characteristics. The 
effects of blowpipe analysis, for example, which was frequently used to determine the 
chemical constituents of minerals, needed separate treatment. For this, Mawe's reader was 
directed to spend a few hours practising with 'Aikin's excellent " Manual of 
Mineralogy ' 26 

Arthur Aikin, secretary of the Geological Society of London between 1811 and 1817, 
wrote a number of mineralogy books and had also compiled a stock of information with 
the intention of producing a mineralogical map of Great Britain.27 His seven shilling 
Manual, based on his lectures to the Geological Society in 1813, was offered as an 
inexpensive and portable treatise on mineralogical analysis for travellers. This was 
appealing to Clarke, who read the proofs of the second edition of the Manual. As Aikin 
explained to Clarke, he was preparing to include 'the principal British and Irish localities 

24 See M. Lynch and S. Woolgar (eds.), Representation in Scientific Practice, London, 1988, for discussions of 
problems encountered with 'field instructions'. 

25 J. Mawe, Catalogue of Minerals, Describing their General Characters, for the Use of Learners, Intended to 
Accompany Small Collections, London, 1815, p. v. 

26 A. Aikin, A Manual of Mineralogy, London, 1814. 
27 P. Weindling, 'The British Mineralogical Society: a case study in science and social improvement', in 

Inkster and Morrell, op. cit. (19), 127; H. Torrens, 'Arthur Aikin's mineralogical survey of Shropshire 1796-1816 
and the contemporary audience for geological publications', BJHS (1983), 16, 111-53. 
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of the less common minerals, as well as of the rare varieties of the common ones, by which 
I hope to increase its usefulness to the Mineralogical Tourist without adding in any very 
material degree to the bulk of the volume'.28 The pocket-sized manual consisted of 
'synoptical tables' and descriptions of minerals, along with detailed information on how 
to perform chemical analysis of minerals. He aimed to provide instruction 'to assist the 
student in identifying any unknown specimen that may fall into his hands; & if the 
arrangement of these tables shall be efficacious in saving him from any mortifying 
disappointments I shall be well content'.29 The attempt to universalize the practices of 
mineralogical analysis was here evident. Once the techniques for identification were 
standardized, the portable equipment would work to assimilate the mineral kingdom into 
a coherent system. Rational training yielded coherent observations and demonstrated 
control over the analysis of mineral resources conceivably anywhere in the world. Aikin 
concentrated on the chemical characteristics of minerals with which to construct a 
classification system. Others focused on different features. 

When Mawe supposed that mineralogical education was becoming 'universal', his 
anticipation relied upon the geographical distribution of mineralogists who travelled with 
portable instruments and maps, but he also depended on widespread accessibility to 
mineralogical knowledge by reducing the system to a textual medium. Mineral collections 
were mere samples of the kinds of order found in the mineral kingdom. Like the geological 
map, which represented a three-dimensional stratigraphy not always apparent to the 
travelling naturalist, pictures, encoded with what Martin Rudwick has called a 'visual 
language' of instruction, were designed to represent mineralogical characteristics. Texts 
embodied the standardized rules that governed the configuration of mineralogical 
knowledge. But developing standardized languages to describe the characteristics of 
minerals was difficult. The visible characteristics of a mineral were usually described in 
terms of hardness, structure, fracture, crystallographic angles, transparency, opaqueness, 
lustre and colour. The latter descriptions were augmented by artists' illustrations. One 
natural history artist in particular, James Sowerby, whose 'excellent publication upon 
English Minerals' came highly recommended by colleagues such as Mawe, Clarke and 
Aikin, addressed the problems of establishing a standardized vision of the external 
characteristics of minerals suitable for pedagogical purposes.30 

NATURAL HISTORY IN COLOUR 

Sowerby was a Royal Academy-trained artist who began a family business late in the 
eighteenth century producing coloured engravings, and soon became famous for developing 
a visual atlas of the natural history kingdoms. His work in London became well known as 
a result of the illustrations he contributed to the Botanical Magazine, beginning in 1787. 
His reputation flourished between 1790 and 1817, when he published over forty-five 

28 From the private collection of Professor Sydney Ross (hereafter Ross Collection): Aikin to Clarke, 18 
October 1814. I would like to thank Professor Ross for letting me consult for scholarly purposes this collection 
of Edward Daniel Clarke correspondence while it was in his possession. 

29 Aikin to Clarke, 3 November 1814, Ross Collection. 
30 Mawe, op. cit. (5), p. ix. See also Aikin, op. cit. (26), p. viii, and Clarke's comments below. 
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volumes (published in parts that sold for five shillings each) of botanical and mineralogical 
illustrations. His principal works, English Botany and British Mineralogy, alone contained 
some 3000 coloured plates.31 

In the early nineteenth century, Sowerby was also involved in the London lecture circuit 
and a variety of new scientific societies. From 1806 to 1809 he was a member of Fredrick 
Accum's short-lived London Chemical Society, and the treasurer of the Lambeth Chemical 
Society.32 In 1808 he became an early member of the Geological Society of London (f. 1807) 
and from 1811 to 1815 gave lectures to the Philosophical Society of London in Fleet Street.33 
All of these interests of Sowerby's contributed to the development of his publishing 
enterprise. Furthermore, the strong association Sowerby made between his artistic 
background and these philosophical societies was crucial for linking his skills in illustration 
with the concern for accurate observation emphasized in mineralogical training. As Ann 
Blum has pointed out, rules and standards of illustration ran the risk of contradicting 
artistic theory and scientific observation and interpretation.34 Sowerby successfully 
mediated between these two different conventions. 

Sowerby illustrated specimens from his own 'Museum' in Lambeth, south London, as 
well as from the collection in the British Museum, where he had privileged access. He was 
an acquaintance of Joseph Banks, and spent his Sunday mornings strolling through Kew 
Gardens with him.35 Sowerby's botanical illustrations were accompanied by textual 
descriptions written by Sir James Smith, the first president and founder of the Linnean 
Society, as well as Robert Brown, recently returned from the Investigator voyage to 
Australia.36 Banks was delighted with Sowerby's publications, writing to Smith 'How 
immense has been the improvement of botany since I attached myself to the study, and 
what immense facilities are now offered to students, that had not an existence till lately! '37 

Had Banks the same interest in mineralogy as botany, a similar sentiment could have been 
expressed. 

31 J. Sowerby, English Botany: Or, Coloured Figures of British Plants, with their Essential Characters, 
Synonyms, and Places of Growth. To which will be Added Occasional Remarks, 36 vols., London, 1790-1814; 
and British Mineralogy; or Coloured Figures Intended to Elucidate the Mineralogy of Great Britain, 5 vols., 
London, 1804-17; both were published by Sowerby; the entire price for the former work was ?50, the latter ?17. 
For details of the preparation of individual parts for English Botany, see F. N. A. Gary, 'Notes on the drawings 
for "English Botany"', Journal of Botany: British and Foreign (1903, 1904), 41, 42, appendices, 1-120; 121-272; 
for dates of issue for parts of British Mineralogy and other works by Sowerby, see Catalogue of the Library British 
Museum (Natural History), 8 vols., London, 1903-40, and supplements. For James Sowerby (1757-1822) and 
his family see the special issue of Journal of the Society for the Bibliography of Natural History (1974), 6. Also 
R. Cleevely, 'The Sowerbys and their publications in the light of the manuscript material in the British Museum 
(Natural History)', Journal of the Society for the Bibliography of Natural History (1976), 7, 343-68. 

32 G. Averley, 'The "social chemists": English chemical societies in the eighteenth and early nineteenth 
century', Ambix (1986), 33, 99-128, on 108-110, 113. 

33 I. Inkster, 'Science and society in the metropolis: a preliminary examination of the social and institutional 
context of the Askesian Society of London, 1796-1807', Annals of Science (1977), 34, 1-32, on 13. 

34 Blum, op. cit. (15), 337-8. 
35 D. Simpkins, 'Biographical sketch of James Sowerby, written by his son, James de Carle Sowerby, 1825', 

Journal of the Society for the Bibliography of Natural History (1974), 6, 402-15. 
36 D. J. Mabberley, Jupiter botanicus: Robert Brown of the British Museum, London, 1985, 135. 
37 Banks to Smith, December 1817, quoted in J. Gascoigne, Joseph Banks and the English Enlightenment: 

Useful Knowledge and Polite Culture, Cambridge, 1994, 107. 
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The production of Sowerby's works illustrated, quite literally, the new opportunities 
afforded by an increasingly accessible and sophisticated print media. Scientific illustration 
was his family business: he trained his sons in the skills of drawing, and his daughters, who 
provided much of the labour for hand-colouring the illustrations, were trained in the 
techniques of painting. His books on mineralogy were pioneering, ambitiously and 
accurately representing the mineral kingdom to a wide but affluent audience.38 He wanted 
to make the mineral kingdom as visible as the botanical, but realized that mineralogy 
lacked the social and cultural integration that botany, largely under Banks's promotion, 
had established. Yet Sowerby hoped the 'use of figures to illustrate a subject not generally 
understood, and which it requires so much study to bring to perfection, will be every day 
more and more apparent'." 

Indeed, it was in part the function of British Mineralogy to reveal links between 
mineralogy and other more publicly defined sciences. 'The utility of such a work as this 
cannot, we presume, be doubted, while the sciences of Botany and Agriculture are so 
liberally encouraged', Sowerby proclaimed. 'The undertaking was begun at a time when 
we had just become aware how far we were behindhand [sic] in this most essential 
knowledge.' British Mineralogy aimed to accomplish two ends. On the one hand, it was 
a guide to teach 'the farmer, builder, mechanic, etc.' how to recognize the mineral 
resources of Britain. On the other hand, it worked to illustrate how the pursuit of 
mineralogy could affect the other sciences, as his dedication to 'Sir Joseph Banks ... as the 
Grand Promoter of every Science connected with Natural History, especially Agriculture, 
to which the Study of Mineralogy forms so necessary an Appendage', indicated.40 

By the publication of the fifth and last volume in 1817, Sowerby could optimistically 
report the success with which his mineralogical enterprise had met. 'The improvements in 
the study of Mineralogy are however, apparent, since the first volume; and not only 
Chemistry has added much to our knowledge, but Geology has been more generally 
studied, and many essential additions to the more common subjects have been made; and 
thus much useful knowledge has been interwoven with what was only termed 
Mineralogy.'41 The dependencies that 'mineralogy' had on other sciences, such as 
chemistry and geology, are reflected on the organization of the work. The 550 coloured 
figures representing British minerals were organized into three divisions: combustibles, 
earths and metals. A mineral's placement into one of these categories depended on the 
analytical identification of a mineral. Hence, chemistry 'added much to our knowledge' 
owing to developments in the chemical analysis of minerals. Geology assisted mineralogy 
in that increased stratigraphical knowledge provided an understanding of the distribution 
of minerals; it helped uncover what was a 'British' mineral. This was the quality that 
Aikin, in his Manual, so appreciated when he praised Sowerby's 'excellent publication '.42 

'What has been thought remarkable', Sowerby noted in his fifth volume, was 'that it 
38 For a similar audience of a contemporary artist, see S. Jervis, 'Rudolph Ackermann', in London - World 

City, 1800-1840 (ed. C. Fox), New Haven, 1992, 97-109; the sizes and prices of his publications, included here 
with the citations, give further indications of the nature of the market for these books. 

39 Sowerby, British Mineralogy, op. cit. (31), i, p. v. 
40 Sowerby, British Mineralogy, op. cit. (31), i, pp. v and vii. 
41 Sowerby, British Mineralogy, op. cit. (31), v, p. inl. 
42 Aikin, op. cit. (26), p. viii. 
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should include so many subjects previously considered as foreign'.43 The organization of 
the work also included textual descriptions of the minerals to clarify the methods used to 
create a mineralogical system. So, while Sowerby placed his mineral illustrations within 
three broad divisions, the accompanying text provided further description of the qualities 
of the minerals (the effects of furnace and blowpipe tests and specific gravity, for example), 
information on geographical areas where the mineral was most abundant and a note on 
the location where the original (from which the illustration was taken) could be found. 

Support for Sowerby's British Mineralogy came from all quarters. Among them was 
Clarke in Cambridge, one of the earliest subscribers to the work, who was also consulted 
for textual descriptions of the minerals. In a series of letters from Clarke to Sowerby after 
the publication of the first volume in 1804, Clarke expressed slight dissatisfaction in the 
general attention to the descriptions of the minerals. He felt that crystallographic features 
as established by the Parisian mineralogist Rene Just Haiiy (which 'have escaped your 
notice') would prove valuable, not to mention more about the system established by 
'Werner ... as he is so great a Mineralogist'. Clarke suggested that 'if you choose I will lend 
you a beautiful specimen or two to exemplify it'. Clarke had subtle motives behind his 
actions: he wanted Sowerby to expand the scope of the work beyond British minerals. 'I 
regret very much, & told you so in the beginning that on a subject of such importance as 
Mineralogy, you have confined the Work to British specimens; because the introduction of 
exotics would have added few to the collection, & you would have had better examples.'44 
Clarke was suggesting that he supply minerals that he gathered from Europe during his 
travels. This was a problem for Sowerby whose work was intended to celebrate the 
richness of the mineral kingdom as found in Britain. But, by the time the second volume 
appeared in 1806, Sowerby had accepted Clarke's offer and, although retaining the original 
title, began including minerals supplied by 'Our travellers, Mr. Cripps and Dr. Clarke of 
Cambridge', adding the prefatory observation that it was 'by the trouble and expense of 
travelling, we shall learn the value of curiosities at home . 

It did not take long for the task that Sowerby set himself to grow too large for one title, 
the more so after 1809 when the British Museum acquired Charles Greville's collection, 
noted for its abundance of foreign minerals. Sowerby quickly recognized the demand for 
a supplementary work. After all, the coloured figures he was producing were intended to 
facilitate the study of mineralogy for those who could not necessarily visit the few large 
public collections in Britain. Supplying illustrations of foreign minerals would complement 
that goal. 'There are some things unique, or that are not found in sufficient quantities for 
Cabinets, - here a reference to a figure is of much consequence, as it is less likely to mislead 
in after times. '46 Thus, by the time Sowerby published volume 4 of British Mineralogy in 
1811, the first of a two-volume Exotic Mineralogy had already appeared. The latter work 
illustrated foreign minerals in 169 plates, which, like his illustrations of British minerals, 
'have been found to facilitate the study of that, as well as of the other branches of science'. 

43 Sowerby, British Mineralogy, op. cit. (31), v, p. iv. 
44 All quotations from Clarke in University of Bristol Library, Eyles Collection, letter 1, Clarke to Sowerby, 

19 November 1804. I thank Frank James for this reference. 
45 Sowerby, British Mineralogy, op. cit. (31), ii, 7. 
46 Sowerby, British Mineralogy, op. cit. (31), ii, p. iv. 
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In addition, the work showed 'how far this empire is blessed with native Minerals', an 
empire that necessarily depended upon information collected and passed on by British 
travellers to distant lands for full elucidation.47 

If we recall Mawe's assertion that it was to minerals that Britain owed its 'national 
strength and riches', then we begin to sense the value of Sowerby's recognition of the 
extent to which Britain was endowed with natural resources previously ascribed to foreign 
territories.48 In the 1810s, the state of the national economy was a major concern. 
Questions over how Britain would stabilize its internal economy (particularly after the 
imposition of Napoleon's 'Continental System' of 1806) or make the transition from a 
wartime to peace economy were controversial; attempts to root the stability of British 
currency through a natural standard, such as bullion, was under constant negotiation.49 
The virtues of mineralogical pedagogy were embedded within the proclamation that 
Britain had valuable natural resources that people could learn to measure. 

Sowerby's coloured illustrations provided an important resource for students of natural 
history not able to frequent museums to enable them to identify minerals in the field. 
Mineralogists valued Sowerby's skill at accurately representing the external characteristics 
of minerals. Sowerby, however, was not the first to explore the methods of designing 
natural history illustrations in colour, and his activities should be interpreted in part as a 
response to earlier innovations in reproducing scientific illustrations. It is necessary, 
therefore, in the following section to introduce a historical context within which Sowerby 
and a number of others attempted to make colour a feasible quality for accurate 
illustration. 

TECHNOLOGIES OF SCIENTIFIC REPRODUCTION 

At the end of the seventeenth century, the only illustrative techniques commonly available 
to book publishers were either wood cuts or copper engravings. By 1800, however, the 
range had expanded to include such techniques as intaglio printing and lithography. 
Throughout the intervening years, attempts to combine visual and textual languages 
presented many technological and philosophical challenges, particularly when colour was 
involved.50 

Early attempts to determine the natural order and 'harmony' of colours visible as rays 
of light or material substances had culminated in the publication of Isaac Newton's 
Opticls in 1704.51 According to various subsequent eighteenth-century interpretations of 
Opticks, Newton identified about seven (sometimes five or three) primitive colours.52 An 

47 Sowerby, op. cit. (8), i, p. iii. 
48 Mawe, op. cit. (5), p. vi. 
49 The gold standard was suspended in 1797 and not resumed until 1819. See B. Hilton, Corn, Cash, 

Commerce: The Economic Policies of the Tory Governments 1815-1830, Oxford, 1977, 37-9 (for Continental 
System), 48 and 56. 

50 For a historical treatment of the philosophical problems of colour representation, see B. Maund, Colours: 
Their Nature and Representation, Cambridge, 1995. 

51 . Newton, Opticks, 1704; reprint 4th edn (1730), New York, 1952. 
52 A. Shapiro, 'The evolving structure of Newton's theory of white light and colour', Isis (1980), 71, 211-35, 

on 234-5. 
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important heuristic device Newton developed for indicating the colours created when the 
primaries were compounded was his colour-mixing circle.53 Such an arrangement 
depended not only upon the standardization of the order of the prismatic colours and the 
identification of the primaries, but upon the correlation between coloured light, as revealed 
by the prismatic refraction of the sun's rays, and material substances, such as paint. 
Newton consequently set a research programme followed by natural philosophers and 
artists who debated theories of the natural order of the prismatic spectrum and the number 
and identification of the primary, material colours. As John Gage has noted, one of the first 
attempts to apply Newton's principles of 'colouring' to mechanical reproduction of 
paintings was undertaken by Jacob Christoph Le Blon.54 

Le Blon, a German-born painter and printer, emigrated to London about 1718. The 
following year, he obtained a patent for a printing technique involving specially prepared 
mezzotint copper-plates from which colour prints could be mechanically reproduced.55 It 
was a highly innovative process. A mezzotint plate was prepared by roughening the copper 
surface and scraping away areas around the intended image, thus creating varying levels 
of smooth copper. The rough parts were the areas that would retain the inks. A few years 
after Le Blon obtained his patent, and shortly after opening up his London Picture Office 
where he sold prints, he reflected on his invention: 

Whilst searching for the general rules for that part of printing which the painters call the effect 
of mixing colours and to reduce it to mechanical practice, which is solid, sure and easy, I 
discovered that my plans would be practicable if I could find the perfect primitive colours under 
the artists' paints. When finally I had found them so close to the primitive colours that I could 
not miss any of the intermediate colours by mixing them, I began to discover that in following 
these principles, painting could represent all visible objects perfectly and easily, not only by the 
means of the painters brush, but also by printing.56 
Le Blon's three primitive colours were red, yellow and blue. His process involved the 

preparation of three mezzotint plates with exactly the same image, correspondingly 
registered. A tedious task; but according to the landscape artist William Gilpin, carefully 
prepared mezzotint copper-plates could effectively cast off four to five hundred prints.57 
The separate colours of ink, ground in linseed oil, were applied to each plate in certain 
proportions. In some instances, a fourth plate, coloured in a shade of grey, was laid first.58 
The paper on which the print was to appear was then applied to each plate in turn. This 
laborious and expensive process, fully explained by Le Blon in 1725, was directed toward 
the imitation and mass-reproduction of luxurious portraits.59 

53 A. Shapiro, 'Artists' colors and Newton's colors', Isis (1994), 85, 600-30, on 620; see also G. Roque, 'Les 
couleurs complementaires: un nouveau paradigme', Revue d'histoire des sciences (1994), 47, 405-33. 

54 J. Gage, Colour and Culture: Practice and Meaning from Antiquity to Abstraction, London, 1993, 169. 
55 0. Lilien, Jacob Christoph Le Blon 1667-1741: Inventor of Three- and Four Colour Printing, Germany, 

1985, 83. 
56 Lilien, op. cit. (55), 30. 
57 W. Gilpin, An Essay upon Prints, London, 1768, 62-3. 
58 A. Rees, The Cyclopaedia; or, Universal Dictionary of Arts, Sciences, and Literature, 39 vols., London, 

1819, xxiii, 'Mezzo-tinto'. 
59 J. C. Le Blon, Coloritto: Or the Harmony of Colouring Reduced to Mechanical Practice and Infallible 

Rules, together with some Coloured Figures in Order to Render the said Precepts and Rules Intelligible not only 
to Painters but even to all Lovers of Painting, London, 1725. 
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Le Blon's brainchild was not a huge success; while in theory three principal colours, 
carefully proportioned, were expected to produce all necessary hues, in practice it was 
difficult to produce the picture without finishing them with a hand tint. Further, given the 
expensive and labour-intensive preparation of the copper-plates, he certainly could not 
afford to argue that Newton's primitive colours came to five or seven. Finally, Le Blon 
encountered problems with the inks he employed: they faded quickly, the red ink being 
particularly difficult to produce. Alas, Le Blon's business went bankrupt in 1732.60 

But Le Blon's innovative techniques were explored and extended by a wide range of 
imitators. Just the year before Le Blon's business went bankrupt, the Royal Society took 
an interest in the problem of permanent inks and mixing colours and published an article 
explaining Le Blon's principles of printing compared to Newton's theories of mixing 
colours.61 Some artists responding to Le Blon's innovations were attracted by the potential 
of reproducing identical colour prints prepared with accurate engravings. The development 
of aquatinting in England by Paul Sandby in the 1770s was commended by landscape artists 
as a technology able to render images more similar to water-colours than any other.62 Soon 
after, aquatint plates were being prepared in colour and produced in a manner similar, and 
sometimes combined with, mezzotint plates.63 These different techniques for printing from 
copper-plates, as well as separate developments with the Bavarian printer Alois Senefelder's 
lithographic press in London from 1801, were used by artists in attempts to render 
standardized perceptions of the natural world through the pictorial medium. As Martin 
Rudwick has recognized, it was largely because of Gilpin's influence that aquatint prints 
(such as William Daniell's hand-coloured prints illustrating volcanic geology) were being 
reproduced for illustrations in topographical as well as natural history books by the turn 
of the eighteenth century.64 Intaglio plates (the family to which aquatint and mezzotint 
belong) were mainly used for elaborate portraits or landscapes with shaded colour 
schemes. Hand-painted line engravings, however, remained the process better suited to 
more accurate anatomical, architectural or natural history specimens.65 

60 A. Griffiths, Prints and Printmaking: An Introduction to the History and Techniques, London, 1980, 119. 
61 C. Mortimer, 'An account of Mr. James Christopher Le Blon's principles of printing, in imitation of 
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62 W. Sandby, Thomas and Paul Sandby: Royal Academicians; Some Account of their Lives and Works, 
London, 1892, 135-6. 

63 R. V. Tooley, English Books with Coloured Plates 1790-1860: A Bibliographical Account of the most 
Important Books Illustrated by English Artists in Colour Aquatint and Colour Lithography, Folkstone, Kent, 
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visualization of knowledge from the Enlightenment to post-modernism', in Consumption and the World of 
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Natural history illustration by the end of the eighteenth century creatively dealt with 

problems in colour theory, printing technology and new criteria for judgements over 
accurate representation of nature. Despite Linnaeus's dismissal of the value of colour 
illustrations as a means for distinguishing botanical species -'What tons of copper have 
you destroyed in making unnecessary plates?' - others through the eighteenth and into the 
nineteenth centuries remained attentive to this characteristic.66 By 1800, technical advances 
were such that new opportunities were offered for the efficient and economical production 
of colour plates. The English pioneered intaglio techniques, finding the most expeditious 
means of preparing metal plates. In 1812, John Farey, the son of the geologist and surveyor 
of the same name, won a Gold Medal from the Society of Arts for his design of an 
improved ellipsograph.67 Farey's contemporary, the London engraver Wilson Lowry, also 
invented a series of instruments to improve the accuracy of drawing parallel lines of any 
curve very close together and of obtaining consistency in texture. Lowry, along with his 
wife Rebecca Delvalle, a mineralogist and author of the popular catechism Conversations 
on Mineralogy, was heavily involved with various London communities: he was a member 
of the London and Lambeth chemical societies, a lifetime subscriber to the Royal 
Institution, an original member of the Mineralogical Society (1799-1806) and then 
Geological Society of London, and a Fellow of the Royal Society. His engravings for the 
Philosophical Magazine and Rees's Cyclopaedia, along with a variety of independent 
works, established his respectable reputation.68 

Improvements in drawing and engraving tools, such as Farey's and Lowry's, were 
significant because they made labour more efficient and guaranteed greater accuracy, and 
consequently were widely acknowledged in Britain and France.69 In 1790s France, 
Napoleon heavily patronized the production of colour-illustrated natural history books. 
Importing the improved English intaglio methods, French printmakers developed a method 
for making colour prints from a single copper-plate by carefully inking them with a rag or 
dabbing tool, a' la poupe'e.70 This method involved a specially prepared plate, combining 
various methods of stipple, aquatint and mezzotint, and inking areas of the plate with 
mixed colours. Again, the more simple the subject, the more efficient the process.71 For 
French artists during this period, such as FranSois Levaillant or Pierre-Joseph Redoute, 
reputations flourished through producing scientific texts in this manner.72 

By the turn of the eighteenth century, printmaking was a business that depended upon 
co-operative production and specific divisions of labour.73 An artist who hand-coloured 

66 C. Linnaeus, Critica botanica, Leyden, 1737, translated and reprinted as The 'Critica botanica' of Linnaeus 
(tr. A. Hort and M. Green), London, 1938, 138-42, on 139. 

67 M. Hambly, Drawing Instruments: 1580-1980, London, 1988, 90-4. 
68 Averley, op. cit. (32), 116. R. Delvale, Conversations on Mineralogy, 2 vols., London, 1822; see also Wilson 
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69 A. Dyson, Pictures to Print: The Nineteenth-Century Engraving Trade, London, 1984, 126-7. 
70 J. Ittmann, 'The triumph of color: technical innovations in printmaking', in Regency to Empire: French 

Printmaking 1715-1814 (ed. D. Becker), Minneapolis, 1984, 21-4, on 23. 
71 B. Gascoigne, 'From Priceless Perfection to Cheap Charm: Stages in the Development of Colour Printing', 
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prints, who was charged with the task of producing pictures for a publication, would 
usually follow common steps. First, an original water-colour drawing would be produced 
as an archetype. Copper-plates would then be purchased and separate fees established for 
engraving each plate. Printing from the plate (in standard monochrome black) would cost 
a certain amount per batch. Here again, by the first decade of the nineteenth century, with 
developments in printing machinery (such as the replacement of the wooden press with the 
Stanhope platen press in 1803, or, later, the Colombian iron press in 1817), techniques grew 
more efficient and specialized.74 For the actual printing, specific kinds of ink had to be 
procured, which were informed, as we saw, by different lines of research. The paper on 
which the image was printed also had a separate supplier, offering a range of choices. The 
final step again involved an artist, probably the original water-colourer, who gave the 
finishing touches, charging a fee proportionate to the amount of detail required.75 

For an artist who printed coloured plates (rather than hand-colouring the prints later), 
many of the steps would be the same, but certain of the steps would demand more labour. 
For example, the original water-colour and the price of the copper-plates would not be 
different, but the style of etching or engraving would change: if subtle variations in colour 
or tone were needed in the application of colour ink a la poupe'e, the plate would need more 
specialized preparation. Also, of course, grounding the correct inks was more demanding: 
consistencies in colour application and composition took time and patience, especially as 
fewer plates could be cast at one time.76 However, the finishing touches were not as labour 
intensive, and the demand for young artists or political refugees for this task was not as 
great.77 

In a time when, owing to wars and fluctuating national economies, publishing was itself 
an expensive enterprise, one wonders how profitable the illustration business could have 
been. More specifically, how would the complicated technologies and philosophical 
challenges raised in the production of colour prints compare to traditional methods of 
hand-colouring illustrations, that is, in a limited number of publications for a select 
audience? In economic terms, or regarding the division of labour, it appears that whether 
the prints were produced partly in colour or in monochrome, with hand-colouring to finish 
them off, much of the procedure was the same. 

The identification of external characteristics in natural history specimens was itself a 
matter of considerable debate. Techniques for standardizing observation were altering the 
scope of what were deemed distinguishable characteristics of a species. A systematic 

74 Dyson, op. cit. (69), 95. 
75 Records from a contemporary business show that hand-colourers would make about 4d an hour; see M. 
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attempt at training students to identify mineral characteristics - which included colour - 
was made by Abraham Werner in his 1774 Von den dusserlichen Kennzeichen der Fossilien, 
a work that established his expertise and secured his teaching position at Freiberg.78 
Werner's system consisted of a standardized vocabulary describing the 'ocular analysis' of 
minerals, the characteristics being: colour, cohesion (solid, friable and fluid), touch 
(unctuousness, coldness weight), smell and taste. 

Werner was one of many people to adopt Newton's tabular arrangement of colours, and 
one of many to contribute to the debate as to whether these colours, variously mixed, were 
sufficient to reproduce every other visible colour. As Robert Jameson, the professor of 
natural history at Edinburgh University and Werner's English translator, explained: 'Many 
attempts have been made to delineate the different colours that occur in the mineral 
kingdom, with the view of enabling those who do not possess a mineralogical collection, 
or who may not be familiar with colours, to know the different varieties mentioned in the 
descriptions of mineralogists.'79 Werner's was the most comprehensive attempt to supply 
this. 

Werner aimed first to establish a certain number of fixed or standard colours, to which 
all others could be referred. He then sought to define the varieties and arrange them 
according to their resemblance to these standard colours. Finally, he placed the varieties 
in such a manner that the whole 'suite of colours' formed a connected series, or a circle.80 
In the end, Werner established seven 'standard' colours; to these were added descriptive 
modifiers, which extended the colour nomenclature to about seventy-nine terms. To 
illustrate the point, white was a standard colour; but Werner could go further in his 
modified description with 'snow white' (schneeweiss), as found in carrara marble, which 
could be distinguished in turn from 'milk white' (milchweiss), as in opal.81 

Not long after Werner's system was translated into English, attempts were made to make 
colour nomenclature more extensive in range and applicable to more areas of science. One 
person to attempt a reform of the language of colour was Patrick Syme, an artist who 
painted for both the Edinburgh Wernerian and the Horticultural Societies in the 1810s. 
Jameson, who was involved in both societies, assisted Syme in arranging minerals 
according to Werner's system. Syme recognized that 'In describing any object, to specify 
its colours is always useful; but where colour forms a character, it becomes absolutely 
necessary.'82 In working to establish a standard vocabulary to describe the specimen, the 
author was attempting to 'form the most perfect representation' whereby reading about 
it was 'next to seeing the object itself'.83 

78 A. G. Werner, On the External Characters of Minerals (tr. A. Carozzi), Urbana, 1962. For the distinctions 
Werner made between 'identification' and 'classification' of minerals, see R. Laudan, From Mineralogy to 
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1814, quotations are from 2nd edn, Edinburgh, 1821, 6. 

83 Syme, op. cit. (82), 6. 
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Syme initially extended Werner's 'suites of colours' from 79 to 110; although the former 
number might be sufficient for minerals, 'general science' demanded more.84 For example, 
Syme thought that more varieties of white were warranted, thus he added 'snow white' to 
the standard colours, and refined Werner's 'milk white' to 'skimmed milk white '.85 
Moreover, Syme further suggested that if one added terms such as 'pale, deep, dark, bright, 
and dull', the multitude of combinations would yield upwards of 30,000.86 The project that 
Syme and Jameson were designing opened new dimensions in the pursuit of natural 
history, extending the prerequisites of careful training and skilled observation. 

Those who have paid any attention to colours, must be aware that it is very difficult to give 
colours for every object that appears in nature; the tints are so various, and the shades so gradual 
they would extend to many thousands ... but those who study the colours given, will, by following 
Werner's plan, improve their general knowledge of colours; and the eye, by practice, will become 
so correct, that by examining the component parts of the colour of any object, though differing 
in shade or tint from any of the common colours given in this series, they will see that it partakes 
of, or passes into, some of them.87 
The development of colour nomenclature as a specific contribution to the languages of 

identification must be seen as evolving in the context of philosophical debates about 
primary colours and the adjoining concerns over accurate etchings and engravings. 

It appears that the use of colour printing for natural history books in early nineteenth- 
century England was limited to a few extravagantly produced quarto volumes.88 As 
Charlotte Klonk has recently written, one such work was by the botanical lecturer at Guy's 
Hospital in London, Robert John Thornton, whose first two editions of New Illustration 
of the Sexual System of Carolus von Linnaeus contained magnificent colour prints.89 The 
business of colour illustration seemed to confront a number of different traditions: one of 
the family business of engraving and painting, where hand-colouring provided a large 
source of the income; another a mechanical workshop employing a host of technological 
innovations; and a natural historical tradition of identifying qualities of specimens based 
on a special vocabulary. Each technique was marred by complications, and because either 
of the first two was feasible, choices between them cannot be explained solely on projected 
cost differentials. For some artists, particularly those involved in the natural sciences, it was 
because a mechanical alternative to producing hand-coloured prints was available - which 
meant that many illustrations with possible inaccuracies were rapidly reproduced - that 
they were motivated to promote their personal skills in producing truly representative 
illustrations. 

84 Syme, op. cit. (82), 8. 
85 Syme, op. cit. (82), 25. 
86 Syme, op. cit. (82), 9. 
87 Syme, op. cit. (82), 12-13. 
88 For bibliographies and discussions of these works, see G. Bridson, Printmaking and Picture Printing: A 

Bibliographical Guide to Artistic and Industrial Techniques in Britain, 1750-1900, Oxford, 1984; M. Twyman, 
Printing 1770-1970: An Illustrated History of its Development and Uses in England, London, 1970; G. Wakeman, 
The Production of Nineteenth Century Colour Illustration, Loughborough, 1976. 

89 R. J. Thornton, New Illustration of the Sexual System of Carolus von Linnaeus ... and the Temple of Flora, 
or Garden of Nature, Being Picturesque, Botanical, Coloured Plates, of Select Plants, 1st edn, London, 1807; 2nd 
edn, quarto, London, 1812; C. Klonk, Science and the Perception of Nature: British Landscape Art in the Late 
Eighteenth and Early Nineteenth Centuries, New Haven, 1996, ch. 2; see also R. M. Burch, Colour Printing and 
Colour Printers, Edinburgh, 1983, 105-6. 
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Colour proved to be crucial for many early nineteenth-century history books, but 
difficult to employ. How did Sowerby confront technological problems of colour 
representation in an effort to establish rules for standardizing the visual languages of 
mineral analysis ? 

STANDARDIZING VISUAL LANGUAGE: SKILL AND THE 'PERFECT 
INSTRUCTOR' 

In the first decade of the nineteenth century, when Sowerby was becoming increasingly 
involved with the London natural philosophical community, his publications such as 
English Botany were approaching twenty years old. Over that time, Sowerby noticed that 
the coloured inks which his sons and daughters used to hand-colour the illustrations had 
faded. The implication was that the books in which his illustrations appeared were severely 
limited. Since permanent colour inks continued to be a technological problem, and since 
the mechanical methods of mass-producing colour prints so as to do away with the expense 
and variability of hand-colourers seemed doomed to failure for the demands of certain 
scientific publications, Sowerby worked to augment his illustrations with alternative forms 
of colour attributions. 

Sowerby was aware of the attempts made by Werner and Jameson at developing a colour 
nomenclature for descriptions of minerals. Considering the issue of primary colours, 
Jameson, in 1805, identified three colours that could combine to form all other possible 
tints: yellow, blue and red. However, as we saw, Werner and Jameson expanded on the 
primaries and established a variety of 'fundamental' colours, to which were added 
qualifying adjectives to increase potential referents. Rather than inventing a language 
representing the mixture of the three primary colours that could yield any other colour, 
Werner and Jameson's nomenclature worked only by reference to an external object 
matching the described colour: yellow, for example, was compared to a ripe lemon. For 
Sowerby, this simply led to confusion. 

In a book published in 1809, following a series of lectures 'intended to show the means 
whereby we may produce, arrange, mix and measure prismatic tints, and show their 
agreement with material colours', Sowerby mounted his criticisms against the standard 
forms of colour nomenclature.90 Sowerby agreed with Jameson regarding the three primary 
colours of red, yellow and blue, but did not agree with the incorporation of 'fundamental' 
colours. For example, he questioned the possible difference between 'snow white' and 
simply 'white', for, according to Newton's theory, white was the combination of all 
colours. 

Reassessments of Newtonian prismatic theory were still debated in the early nineteenth 
century. Sowerby's lectures on the arrangement and measures of prismatic tints drew on 

90 J. Sowerby, A New Elucidation of Colours, Original Prismatic, and Material, London, published by the 
author, 1809. This stylish book, produced in quarto and sold for fifteen shillings, acted also as a 'Proposal for 
an exhibition of Primitive and Prismatic Colours'; see description in R. J. Cleevely, 'A provisional bibliography 
of natural history works by the Sowerby family', Journal of the Society for the Bibliography of Natural History 
(1974), 6, 482-559, on 490. The quotation comes from a printed lecture advertisement, in Sowerby Collection, 
British Museum (Natural History) (hereafter BM(NH)), MS B65, 'A New Elucidation of Colours'. 
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articles published in the Royal Society's Philosophical Transactions by Thomas Young and 
William Hyde Wollaston in 1802. Young, the professor of natural philosophy at the newly 
established Royal Institution, published his researches on light and colour perception, and 
the mechanisms of the eye. Colour perception, for Young, depended on the sensation of 
different frequencies of vibrations in the retina of the eye. Calculating a limited range of 
perceptual vibrations for different colours, Young proposed his theory of three-colour 
vision. 'Now, as it is almost impossible to conceive each sensitive point of the retina to 
contain an infinite number of particles, each capable of vibrating in perfect unison with 
every possible undulation, it becomes necessary to suppose the number limited, for 
instance, to three principal colours, red, yellow, and blue.'91 Colour perception depended 
on the measurable frequencies of the undulations of light particles. The colours one could 
focus on most regularly under various conditions were identified as the primaries. Linking 
wavelengths with researches on the mechanisms of the eye, which was the focus of his first 
Bakerian Lecture, Young proposed a table of standard colour perception from the rays of 
a prismatic spectrum.2 

After listening to Young's Bakerian Lecture, Wollaston obtained a prism and began his 
own experiments in an attempt to identify the primary colours of the spectrum. However, 
rather than admitting a narrow beam of light into a dark room, which was then refracted 
through a prism onto a white wall, as Newton and Young had done, Wollaston held the 
prism to his eye and through it gazed at illuminated areas, such as a candle flame. Here 
Wollaston concluded that 'the power in the eye' clearly distinguished colours that 'appear 
to me to be neither 7, as they usually are seen in the rainbow, nor reducible by any means 
(that I can find) to 3, as some persons have conceived; but that, by employing a very narrow 
pencil of light, 4 primary divisions of the prismatic spectrum may be seen, with a degree 
of distinctness that, I believe, has not been described nor observed before'.9 Wollaston's 
four primary colours were 'red, yellowish green, blue, and violet'.94 If one followed his 
method - looking at a precisely measured light source, standing the proper distance from 
the source, and holding the prism to the eye as depicted in his diagram -then his 
observations could be replicated. Not only were the four colours distinguishable, they were 
present in distinct proportions. Indeed, after repeating the experiments, Young modified 
his own theory 'respecting the proportions of the sympathetic fibres of the retina', and 
reinforced the claim that light could be divided into distinct portions and measured in some 
way.95 

Sowerby was not concerned with debating how the mechanisms of the eye mixed the 

91 T. Young, 'The Bakerian Lecture. On the theory of light and colours', Philosophical Transactions (1802), 
92, 12-48, on 18, 20-1. See also P. Sherman, Colour Vision in the Nineteenth Century, Bristol, 1981, 5-10. 

92 T. Young, 'The Bakerian Lecture. On the mechanism of the eye', Philosophical Transactions (1801), 91, 
23-88, on 50-1 for the measures of ocular focus on the rays of the prismatic spectrum. 

93 W. H. Wollaston, 'A method of examining refractive and dispersive powers, by prismatic reflection', 
Philosophical Transactions (1802), 92, 365-80, on 378. 

94 Wollaston, op. cit. (93), 378. 
95 T. Young, 'An account of some cases of the production of colours, not hitherto described', Philosophical 

Transactions (1802), 92, 387-97, on 395. However, after modifying his theory of the principal colours that were 
received and mixed by the eye, he still differed from Wollaston by maintaining that there were three, not four, 
principal colours: red, green and violet. 
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principal colours into various tints. Rather, he was concerned with the method that 
Wollaston and Young had suggested for replicating their observations of the prismatic 
spectrum and standardizing the measures of the distinct colours. Sowerby worked to 
develop a procedure whereby specific colours could present themselves directly to the eyes 
of natural historians, thus removing the problem of fading inks and unclear textual 
referents. 'That philosophers and artists have long wished for some never-fading colours 
to fix their ideas and universalize them, is in every age amply verified', asserted Sowerby. 
With the method that Wollaston and Young had begun to establish, the 'mineralogist, the 
botanist and the zoologist may in future agree in their descriptions and ideas, so as to 
identify them to all parts of the world, and the remotest ages'.96 

Sowerby's method of standardizing and replicating colour perception relied on certain 
propositions that he advanced regarding prismatic and material colours. The first related 
to the natural order of the spectral colours: all colours had to follow 'a certain position 
or arrangement... with the most beautiful order and unerring regularity'.97 Light observed 
through a prism thus separated into a spectrum that followed the same order as a spectrum 
rendered in the thin laminae of minerals, the latter serving as 'one of our resources for the 
natural proof or example' of the natural order of the arrangement of colours.98 Sowerby 
identified his three primary colours as red, yellow and blue, and they always appeared in 
the spectrum in that order. Any other intermediary colours, such as violet or green, were 
a combination of these primaries. The appearance of the colours, however, depended on 
the contrast between light and dark borders. 

The second proposition Sowerby established concerned the intensities of the light and 
dark borders, and how they affected the primary colours. Sowerby presented a series of 
pictures demonstrating the standard order and conditions under which prismatic colours 
naturally appear between the thin laminae of transparent minerals. He argued that the 
presence of the primary colours of red and blue (opposite ends of the spectrum) each 
depended on the contrast between a black and white border. For example, the laminae of 
a mineral produced a natural spectrum between a grey band and a black band some 
distance apart. Bordering the black band was the red part of the spectrum. The opposite 
side of the spectrum was devoid of blue, however, because the grey border was not enough 
of a contrast to produce that colour of the spectrum. Continuing the example, Sowerby 
showed that between two black bands of equal width, a full spectrum was created with 
distinct and well-proportioned colours. The order of the primary colours, and the 
conditions under which they became visible, were thus illustrated. 

Sowerby's third proposition concerned the measurable proportion of each colour in the 
spectrum and the appearance of non-primary colours. Again referring to his figures, 
Sowerby proposed that 'we may even measure with some accuracy the space allowed in 
plates for different tints'.99 The appearance of the primary colours depended upon the 
intensity of the black and white contrast; their order, Sowerby observed, was always 

96 Sowerby, op. cit. (90), 5. 
97 Sowerby, op. cit. (90), 8. 
98 Sowerby, op. cit. (90), 9. 
99 Sowerby, op. cit. (90), 10. 
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consistent and he further suggested that 'a given proportion of light or shade produces 
proportionate colours with as much certainty as any figure in arithmetic'.100 The 
proportion and intensity of the primary colours could be mixed to render the appearance 
of other colours, such as green (appearing in the middle of the spectrum).101 

Sowerby's three principles about the natural appearances of the various colours of the 
prismatic spectrum (arrangement, black and white contrast, and intensity/proportion) 
therefore involved accurate measurement. If one attempted to replicate his methods, 'all 
will be found reducible to certain rules.'102 Sowerby depended on these rules for 
replicability which were designed to render a particular colour visible before an observer's 
eyes. Because of the complications and inaccuracies involved in the material colours used 
by an artist, 'we must refer to the Great Original alone for perfection'. To this end, 
Sowerby advised his readers to procure a prism and use the apparatus he designed 'for thus 
measuring tints, or colours, which I have called a Chromatometer'. 103 

Sowerby's Chromatometer worked on the principle of producing a standard and 
measurable prismatic spectrum, observed when a prism is placed close to the eye (as 
Wollaston had described) through which one looked at the white spaces between black 
borders on a piece of paper or a wall chart (Figure 1).104 Standing the appropriate distance 
from the Chromatometer, the reader was directed to observe the spectrum that presents 
itself 'above the first wedge'. The colour visible on the border of the black wedge one inch 
thick was red; a wedge 4/Sths of an inch thick produced crimson.105 Once the 
measurement was made and the colour observed, the reader should then have witnessed the 
actual colour originally represented by the artist's illustration. 'Thus suppose the present 
to be a foundation, and for the sake of accuracy was in general use', explained Sowerby, 
and referring to an illustration in his English Botany continued, 'the red of Euphorbia 
Peplis for instance is, or should be, equal to one inch, that is equal to the red given by such 
a width of black on white paper; and so of any tint or colour of any subject; and thus we 
may make conclusive comparisons and learn what was intended, though time had caused 
it to fade'.106 

The Chromatometer was Sowerby's attempted solution to the problem of accurately 
representing colours for natural history illustration. Earlier attempts at standardizing 
scientific illustrations (mechanically or through textual descriptions) proved inadequate for 

100 Sowerby, op. cit. (90), 13. 
101 The technique of observing a prismatic spectrum which demonstrated that green was a mixture of two 

other primary colours that depended on black and white contrasts, rather than green appearing as a constituent 
of white light itself, was used in the 1830s by Goethe, where he 'respecified' Newton's prism experiments; see 
D. Bjelic and M. Lynch, 'The work of a [scientific] demonstration: respecifying Newton's and Goethe's theories 
of prismatic color', in Text in Context: Contributions to Ethnomethodology (ed. G. Watson and R. Seiler), 
London, 1992, 52-78; M. Jackson, 'A spectrum of belief: Goethe's " Republic " versus Newtonian " Despotism"', 
Social Studies of Science (1994), 24, 673-701; D. Bjelic and M. Lynch, 'Goethe's "Protestant Reformation" as a 
textual demonstration: comment on Jackson', ibid., 703-24. 

102 Sowerby, op. cit. (90), 14. 
103 Sowerby, op. cit. (90), 24 for both quotations. 
104 See Bjelic and Lynch, 'The work', op. cit. (101), for thorough directions on performing this act. 
105 Sowerby, op. cit. (90), 26. 
106 Sowerby, op. cit. (90), 27. 
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Figure 1. Sowerby's 'Chromatometer', an instrument for the measure or scale of colours. The user 
was meant to view these lines through a prism held next to the eye. At the point of white and black 
contrast, primary colours become visible. When separated by a certain amount of space, primary 
colours between two black strips were supposed to combine to create a designated colour. That 
colour, obtained through 'accurate measurement', was intended to reflect the true colours of 
specimens represented in natural history books. 

the demands of accurate training and studying realistic pictures. Sowerby, however, 
borrowed ideas that were central in the attempts to reproduce coloured prints mechanically 
(the philosophy of the primary colours and colour combination) as well as the concept of 
the textual referent in order to produce standardized, permanent colours in front of the 
eyes of the natural historian who used the Chromatometer. With the chart and a prism, 
Sowerby hoped one could pick up his English Botany, for example, read about a Purple 
Spurge located on the shores of Cornwall and Devonshire, and realize what the colour of 
the herb, exhibiting a 'glaucous green thickly dotted with crimson', really looked like.107 
Sowerby considered his Chromatometer 'an independent instrument', which he hoped 
would be hung in every parlour or study, 'decorated with a gold or other frame that does 

107 Sowerby, English Botany, op. cit. (31), xxviii (1809), plate 2002. 
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not overshadow it'. 108 He claimed that the benefit of the instrument was that the 
measurements were simple and certain: he provided a method of 'obtaining a scale of 
colours capable of being constructed and referred to by any person in any place during 
daylight with only the assistance of a common prism'.109 Sowerby hoped the instrument, 
or 'more perfect instructor when duly attended to', would universalize the language of 
colour and standardize the appearances of nature.110 The languages of colour that Sowerby 
introduced were based on measurements made with the Chromatometer: colours that were 
to render his volumes of accurate natural history drawings permanently useful. 

The standardization of colour, in turn, was crucial for ocular analysis of minerals. 
Colour had always been a notable characteristic of minerals; Aikin wrote that 'In the 
works of Pliny and of the other ancient naturalists, colour is often the only external 
character that is mentioned.' But discussions of colour were notoriously ambiguous owing 
to the vocabulary or the lack of standardized measurement. 'The comparative value of 
characters in natural history', Aikin continued, 'is founded entirely on their precision, and 
therefore on the brevity with which they are capable of being expressed'.111 

Universal identification of colours was thought to be accommodated by precision 
measurement. Sowerby's method of replicating colour gave new meaning to that 
characteristic. Colour was here reproduced by convention or agreement; the angles of 
refraction were thus essentially founded by Sowerby's particular standard. The production 
of Sowerby's books was sensitive to technological innovations and theoretical developments 
in the natural sciences, 'yet like many other things', he noted, 'it requires some practice 
to arrive at tolerable perfection. This scheme is in its nature perfect, and calculation, 
measure, &c, will prove it; but how far the limited powers of mankind will carry it, 
remains a desideratum.'112 As it turned out, mankind's limited powers were indeed too 
feeble to learn from Sowerby's 'perfect instructor'. Finding the precise measurements of 
the variegated spectrum between the black strips of the Chromatometer was, as anyone 
reading this paper by looking through a prism will find, extremely difficult and impractical. 
As we see from the following account of Sowerby's later activities regarding the 
preparation of the plates for Mawe's mineralogy books, Sowerby's skill at drawing and 
hand-painting the illustrations in the end proved the only reliable option. 

TEXTBOOK PACKAGES 

Part of John Mawe's publishing project upon his return from his 'voyage of commercial 
speculation' was to present the natural history of Brazilian minerals. The intended 
audience was diverse. The attraction of his book was its focus on precious stones, a 
thriving economic resource not only for the Portuguese Empire, but for the London luxury- 

108 Sowerby, op. cit. (90), 27-8. 
109 Undated draft manuscript advertisement, BM(NH), MSS B65. 
110 Sowerby, op. cit. (90), 41. 
111 Aikin, op. cit. (26), 30. 
112 Sowerby, op. cit. (90), 30. 
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goods market, where many of the nouveaux riches directed their disposable income.113 The 
mineral market demanded standardized measures of the value of precious stones. Such 
judgement depended on an analysis of the mineral's natural history, whereby the purity of 
its composition, lustre, refraction and colour were descriptive qualifications of its market 
value. Mawe's Treatise on Diamonds and Precious Stones (1813), which was intended to 
be a 'popular, but at the same time a useful History of these beautiful substances', was 
designed to show that the mineral's commercial history (and value) was derived from its 
natural history.114 

As Anne Secord has suggested in her work on nineteenth-century botanists, aspersions 
could be cast on the integrity of travelling naturalists if they appeared to exploit their 
collections for personal financial gain.115 Mawe's exposition on precious stones, with 
reference to his own collection from his shop in the Strand, safeguarded against such 
doubts by placing his analytical expertise and professional knowledge above concern for 
pricing minerals. He emphasized the importance of careful observation for distinguishing 
between similar species of minerals, a skill necessary for consumer protection: 'considering 
the value of these substances individually, and the vast sums that are vested in them 
collectively, it is really surprising to observe the gross mistakes committed in this respect, 
by those, who from interest, and from a familiar acquaintance with them, ought to be the 
least likely to fall into error'.116 The usefulness of Mawe's treatise was the instruction 
offered to the public on techniques of mineral identification; it was this knowledge that 
distinguished the amateurs from professionals. 'I absolutely feel indignant at the Jewellers 
for usurping a trade they know nothing about', Mawe wrote to Clarke. 'You have no Idea 
of the applications that are daily made to us relative to Stones.'117 

Mawe's treatise described the means by which individuals could identify the 'essential 
character of Gems', one of the most important, 'both by the wearers of them, and those 
who deal in them', being colour.118 Colour contributed more than an aesthetic quality to 
a precious stone. Colour was a characteristic of a particular species of mineral and 
informed the classification scheme; while corresponding colours could be generally 
identified in closely related gems, such as sapphire and topaz, the two could be 'sufficiently 
distinguishable, by a marked difference of tinge or intensity'. To stress the empirical 
differences that one ought to determine with careful observation, Mawe needed to provide 
his readers with coloured plates of rare minerals, 'to shew (what indeed all scientific 
Mineralogists have long been acquainted with) that though certain Suites of Colours 
belong to particular Species, yet each Species admits only certain varieties of tint'. 119 

Sowerby produced the coloured plates for many of Mawe's books. As we saw, 
Sowerby's reputation was founded on his industry and attention to details in representing 
natural history specimens. After Sowerby's attempts to improve on Werner and Jameson's 

113 Mawe, op. cit. (9). 
114 Mawe, op. cit. (9), p. v. 
115 A. Secord, 'Corresponding interests: artisans and gentlemen in nineteenth-century natural history', BJHS 

(1994), 27, 383-408. 
116 Mawe, op. cit. (9), p. vii. 
117 Mawe to Clarke, 17 September 1813, Ross Collection. 
118 Mawe, op. cit. (9), p. vi. 
119 Mawe, op. cit. (9), p. vi. 
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colour nomenclature, he had begun advertising the advantages of his family business over 
others', based on his skill in producing 'well designed and proper color'd representations 
that other works of a similar kind did not so fully answer the purpose'.120 Sowerby was 
a frequent correspondent with both Mawe and Clarke, providing the latter with colour 
prints for his Cambridge lectures.121 Likewise, Mawe and Clarke corresponded regarding 
unique characteristics of minerals, which were relayed to Sowerby for illustration.122 

Mawe first sent Sowerby a specimen to prepare the original water colour, to which the 
engraving and colouring of the print would refer. Accompanying the specimen were 
comments directing Sowerby's attention to particular characteristics; in one instance 
instructing Sowerby to take extra care in observing the colour of sapphire, as 'not to under 
value its perfections which are best seen by a Candle'.123 After engraving, Sowerby sent the 
copper-plate to the printer to strike as many prints as Mawe required, a batch of 100 prints 
costing approximately twelve shillings.124 Upon receiving the prints, Sowerby prepared a 
proof print, an example of the engraved and often coloured illustrations, which was sent 
to Mawe for comment. Sowerby often paid his sons or daughters to do this task, costing 
him approximately one pence per plate.125 At this stage, it was not uncommon for Mawe 
and Sowerby to pass various versions of the colour prints back and forth, incorporating 
respective comments and amendments (Figure 2). 

Patrons such as Mawe and Clarke informed Sowerby that colour could affect the 
classification of new specimens and certainly provide the empirical aid to identification for 
the burgeoning student. From Sowerby's point of view, the subtle but important dimension 
of colour between similar specimens increased his commissions; more plates, which could 
sell for as much as 4s 4d each, yielded more income.126 Furthermore, the integrity of the 
illustrations was personally guaranteed. When one purchased Sowerby's books illustrating 
minerals, as recommended by Mawe for example, one was expected to observe the 
illustration critically. Sowerby's books made exotic and many times inaccessible specimens 
visible to the aspiring mineralogist. Studying his illustrations was considered a prerequisite 
to attempting field analysis for onself. For us, Sowerby's activities represent a concern 
shared by many - the production of standardized, accurate illustrations. Sowerby's work 
further demonstrates how particular forms of analysis, depending on a trained eye and 
careful observation, were associated with the print media for pedagogical purposes. 

120 Manuscript advertisement, BM(NH), MSS B16. 
121 See for example Clarke to Sowerby, 4 May 1821, University of Bristol, Eyles Collection, also Sowerby to 

Clarke, 21 April 1820, Ross Collection. 
122 Mawe to Sowerby, 26 May [1814?], BM(NH), MSS Box 13, vol. 38, f. 70 a. 
123 Mawe to Sowerby, 15 December 1814, BM(NH), MSS Box 13, vol. 38, f. 70. 
124 Cost estimated from 'Sowerby family bills and receipts', BM(NH), MSS A103. 
125 The Sowerby archives at the BM(NH) contain comprehensive records of Sowerby's family finances 

throughout the nineteenth century; this averaged figure for the period is cited in J. B. MacDonald, 'The Sowerby 
Collection in the British Museum (Natural History): a brief description of its holdings and a history of its 
acquisition', Journal of the Society for the Bibliography of Natural History (1974), 6, 380-401, on 385. 

126 Mawe to Sowerby, BM(NH), MSS A38, f. 80r. 
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Figure 2. (a) and (b). James Sowerby's proof plates for John Mawe's Familiar Lessons on Mineralogy 
and Geology. Mawe's manuscript instructions for alterations can be seen. From Sowerby Collection, 
British Museum (Natural History), Box 29, folios A95 and A96 respectively. 
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CONCLUSION 

The 'training package' for mineralogical analysis produced by mineral dealers, instrument 
makers and artists was loaded with expectations. The prospective 'student' was promised 
that the field-manuals, maps, chemicals and instruments would provide the 'means of 
enlarging and dignifying the faculties of his understanding'.127 The commodification of 
minerals, particularly exotic gems resembling those on lavish display in the British 
Museum, formed an important dimension of the domestic economy. The values of 
minerals were established by analysis of mineral characteristics, where the results informed 
a natural history of the mineral. Such analyses gave the appearance that 'natural 
standards' existed for determining economic values. But the techniques for performing an 
analysis demanded disciplined training. Training, which involved following particular 
instructions, learning conventions and acquiring skills, was designed to persuade one that 
scientific analysis could confirm market values. Rendering natural standards visible with 
'mathematical regularity' implied that commercial speculations were rooted in rational 
analysis. 

Buying into the training package was not cheap, nor was analysis easy. Mixing chemicals, 
kneeling over a combusting mineral while trying desperately to control the air flowing 
through a blowpipe, and distinguishing subtle colour variations characteristic of particular 
substances, took comprehensive practice. Incompetence was anticipated; after reassuring 
his audience that his methods of standardizing the language of analysis were perfect, 
Sowerby included a disclaimer that if one did not 'see' the prescribed characteristics, it was 
because of the 'limited powers of mankind'. The expense of learning analysis came from 
the sheer quantity of tools one needed to purchase in order to perform experiments. The 
'package' was designed in an attempt to make analysis look easy. Common minerals and 
simple chemicals were provided in prefabricated sets. The experiments performed with a 
mineralogical kit from Mawe's shop, including the accompanying texts, were not prepared 
for altering mineral classification systems. They were designed to present the appearance 
that one was confirming established analytical techniques.128 

Purchasing a training package was buying into a mineralogical system designed by 
skilled practitioners. Issuing standardized, prefabricated kits with prescribed instructions 
made it appear to the consumers that they were participants in analytical science. 
Removing the contingencies of experiment and making replication easier were more 
beneficial to those whose theory was embedded in the use of the instruments than to the 
consumers who reaffirmed the conclusions. Linking experimental culture with domestic 
concerns enabled practitioners such as Mawe and Sowerby to use the metropolitan market 
place as a ' distribution centre' for their own specialized practices. The business of analysis 
was under the control of those who were supported by the most people. The mineralogical 
training package was designed to convince as many people as possible that successful 
analysis depended on the division of skilled labour. 

127 Mawe, op. cit. (21), p. vi. 
128 On notions of 'confirmation' in experimental practices, see T. Kuhn, 'The function of measurement in 

modern physical science', Isis (1961), 52, 161-93. 
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Making the languages of experiment public worked to sanction the skills of analysis by 
making people learn under a particular aegis. But popular scientific pedagogy of this sort 
was risky. First, attempts were made to separate the representations of nature's order from 
the work of determining order. The collections at the British Museum were designed to 
illustrate the wealth of the empire to the 'stupid gaze of the visiting vulgar', as Joseph 
Banks delicately explained. Assessments of imperial wealth, or comparative judgements 
about what defined British resources against foreign resources, was a job confined to a few 
reliable analysts. increased public exposure to methods of analysis might potentially 
contaminate these judgements. Secondly, democratizing scientific practice could work 
against the credibility of claims made with the use of widely accessible instruments. In 
theory, having many people attest to the successful replication of an experiment would 
support another person's analysis. In practice, however, it was more likely that the 
'travelling mineralogist', wandering through a provisional field, would not be able to 
assimilate all elements into an established system. The 'student' was not trained to define 
the fringes of experiment, and the testimonials of uncertain analysis would work against 
claims of predictability and replicability of field investigations. But attempts such as 
Mawe's or Sowerby's to standardize languages of instruction appealed to early nineteenth- 
century ideals of making scientific knowledge and practice appear universally accessible 
and reliable. 
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